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We determine properties of single and multilambda hypernuclei in the Skyrme-Hartree-Fock formalism,
which is supplemented by a microscopic in-medium lambda-nucleon interaction derived from self-consistent
Brueckner-Hartree-Fock calculations with the Nijmegen soft-core hyperon-nucleon potential. Existing data for
single-lambda hypernuclei are well reproduced, apart from a slight underbinding of heavy nuclei. In multi-
lambda hypernuclei, we study in particular the effects of the modification of the nuclear core due to the
presence of the hyperons.
PACS number~s!: 21.80.1a, 21.10.Dr, 21.30.FeI. INTRODUCTION
The experimental study of hypernuclei @1# is one of the
few possibilities to constrain theoretical models of the bare
hyperon-nucleon and hyperon-hyperon forces. Quantitative
information on these forces is very important in particular for
astrophysical applications @2#.
However, it is then necessary to establish a link between
the bare hyperon-nucleon force determined from scattering
data and the effective in-medium force that is active in a
nucleus. While many theoretical studies of hypernuclei have
been performed that are based on phenomenological models
~relativistic mean field @3,4#, Skyrme-type @5#, Woods-Saxon
@6#! of the effective hyperon-nucleon interaction, we will test
in this paper the capability of an entirely microscopical
lambda hyperon-nucleon force, derived from Brueckner-
Hartree-Fock ~BHF! calculations of nuclear matter @7,8# with
the Nijmegen soft-core hyperon-nucleon potential @9# ~and
the Paris nucleon-nucleon interaction!, including explicitly
the coupling of the lambda-nucleon to the sigma-nucleon
states. It involves no adjustable parameters. There have been
previous works @10,11# on the properties of L-hypernuclei
using a L-nucleon G-matrix that incorporates the short-range
correlations. Also recently a Fermi hypernetted chain calcu-
lation was performed @12#. Our approach is somewhat more
general, as we account for the effect of the hyperons on the
nucleonic system, both in the description of the nucleus and,
as we explain below, in the building of the effective
L-nucleon interaction itself. This effect is not large in an
ordinary hypernucleus with one hyperon. However, it is ex-
pected to be enhanced in many-lambda hypernuclei, of
which we give an illustrative study.
The description of hypernuclei will be performed within
the Skyrme-Hartree-Fock ~SHF! formalism @13#, where the
microscopically derived effective L-nucleon interaction will
be implemented. The nucleonic aspects of a hypernucleus
being not the main focus of this paper, we will employ a
phenomenological Skyrme force for the nucleon-nucleon in-
teraction.
To ease the reading of this paper, let us mention readily
some restrictions of our approach. First, in our BHF calcula-0556-2813/2000/62~6!/064308~11!/$15.00 62 0643tions we neglect hyperon-hyperon interactions, because pres-
ently there is no information on scattering phase shifts, and
consequently no reliable potentials are available. While this
is not a problem for single-L hypernuclei, the predictions for
multilambda hypernuclei can only be qualitative, until good
hyperon-hyperon interactions become available. Second, the
effective lambda-nucleon force that we use here, is derived
from BHF calculations of isospin symmetric nuclear matter
and we consequently only consider nuclei that are nearly
symmetric. A study of the isospin effects is deferred to future
work. Third, our BHF calculations neglect three-baryon
forces. From purely nucleonic calculations @14#, it is known
that up to normal nuclear matter density the contribution of
such forces to the single-particle potentials is quite small ~of
the order of 1 MeV!. Effects of similar size are expected for
the L single-particle potential due to YNN forces within a
Brueckner approach, although different interactions arise
from the virtual excitation of the lambda particle. Finally, as
we explain below, our formalism does not allow to recuper-
ate effective spin-orbit forces from the BHF results. How-
ever, experimentally, these forces appear small enough to be
neglected at the present level of investigation @15#.
The paper is divided as follows. In Sec. II, we present the
formalism for deriving an effective interaction from micro-
scopical BHF calculations. In Sec. III, we present results for
observed hypernuclei with one or two lambda particles. We
show that our approach provides results almost as good as
phenomenological approaches. We also pay attention to the
distortion of the nucleonic core by the hyperons and present
results for multi-L hypernuclei, for which these polarization
effects are enhanced. Finally, a discussion of the results and
our conclusions are contained in Sec. IV.
II. FORMALISM
Our model is based on the SHF model of nuclei devel-
oped and described in great detail in Ref. @13#. We extend
this method to the description of hypernuclei by adding to
the energy density functional a contribution due to the action
of hyperon-nucleon forces. More precisely, the total energy
of a nucleus in the extended SHF formalism is written as©2000 The American Physical Society08-1
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with the energy density functional
e5eN@tn ,tp ,rn ,rp ,Jn ,Jp#1eL@tL ,rL ,rN# ~2!
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where i denotes the occupied states, and Nq is the number of
particles of kind q5n ,p ,L .
We use the standard Skyrme functional for the purely
nucleonic energy density, i.e., the term which would survive





























with rN5rn1rp , etc. In the following we choose the pa-
rameters of the force SIII of Ref. @13#.
We propose to construct the part of the energy density





by requiring that it yields the additional binding energy per
baryon, B/A , and the adequate L effective mass, mL* , in
uniform hypermatter, as generated by our previous BHF cal-
culations, described in Ref. @8#. This means that, for uniform





















where the last quantity is the binding energy per baryon of









The BHF binding energy per baryon of uniform hypermatter
was determined in Ref. @8#. These calculations yield as func-
tions of nucleonic and hyperonic partial densities rN and
rL ,
1 the BHF single-particle potentials UN(k), UL(k) of
nucleons and hyperons, as well as the binding energy per
baryon, B/A , that can in the absence of a lambda-lambda
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(N)(k) is the part of the nucleon single-particle poten-
tial due to nucleons in the medium, see Ref. @8#. It depends
only weakly ~indirectly via the intermediate states of the
Bethe-Goldstone equation! on the lambda density, so that the
first term on the right-hand side ~RHS! of the previous equa-
tion is the dominant one. In our model, the lambda single-
particle potential UL(k) determining that contribution is
solely due to the interaction with the nucleons. A global L
effective mass can be defined by
mL*
mL




1The isospin-asymmetry of the nuclear matter is disregarded in
this respect. It was shown in Ref. @2# that the effect of asymmetry
on the hyperon single-particle potentials is not large. Also the nu-
clei we consider are nearly symmetric.8-2
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0 1S 12mL* 2 12mLD k21 , ~12!
which actually approximates fairly well the true shape of the
single-particle potential. Due to the fact that our BHF calcu-
lations neglect the hyperon-hyperon forces, the depth of the
lambda single-particle potential as well as the lambda effec-
tive mass depend to a good approximation only on the
nucleon partial density: UL
0 (rN), mL*(rN). Also UN(N) ap-
pearing in Eqs. ~9! and ~10! does not depend on rL in this
approximation. Using Eqs. ~10! and ~12! one obtains in this









21 D 35 ~3p2!2/32mL rL5/3 . ~13!
In the description of hypernuclei, we want to keep the
motion of the hyperon as corresponding to an effective mass
different from the bare mass, i.e., to the correct hyperon cur-




tL1eNL~rN ,rL!1De~rN ,rL!. ~14!
The De term arises from the substitution of mL by mL* and
should be such that the energy density recovers its BHF





















with mL* being the lambda effective mass as determined in
the BHF calculation.
Minimizing the total energy, one arrives with Eq. ~16! at
the SHF Schro¨dinger equation
F2 12mq*~r ! 1Vq~r !2iWq~r !~3s!Gfqi ~r !
52eq
i fq
i ~r !, ~17!
with the single-particle energies 2eq





















21 D ~3p2!2/32mL rL2/3 , ~18b!
where VN
SHF is the nucleonic Skyrme mean field without hy-
perons, as detailed in Ref. @13#. The nucleon mean field thus
acquires a correction in the presence of hyperons, causing a
rearrangement of the nucleonic structure of the hypernucleus.
Note that in the case of an exact validity of Eq. ~13!, the SHF
lambda mean field would correspond to the depth of the BHF
single-particle potential: VL5UL
0
. However, this relation is
not exactly fulfilled, due to the various approximations that
were made in order to arrive at Eq. ~13!.
There is no lambda spin-orbit mean field and the nucleon
effective mass and spin-orbit mean field are not modified in
our model. An approximate center of mass correction is ap-
plied as usual @13# by replacing the bare masses:
FIG. 1. Lambda effective mass ~top panel! and well depth ~bot-
tom panel! as functions of nucleon density in pure nucleonic matter
(rL50).8-3







where M5(N1Z)mN1LmL is the total mass of the
nucleus.
In practice we use the following parametrizations of our
numerical BHF results @8# for lambda effective mass and
energy density (rN , rL given in fm 23, eNL in MeV fm23):
mL*
mL




where the functional form of the parametrization Eq. ~21! is
suggested by Eq. ~13!. These quantities are displayed in Figs.
1 ~top panel! and 2, respectively. At normal nuclear density,
rN5r050.17 fm21, we obtain in particular mL*/mL’0.82.
Figure 1 shows also, for comparison with other approaches,
the lambda mean field VL , Eq. ~18b!, that appears in the
Schro¨dinger equation, as well as the depth of the BHF
single-particle potential UL
0 5UL(k50), Eq. ~12!, as func-
tions of nucleon density in pure nucleonic matter. As ex-
plained before, these two quantities are not identical. For











where the second, ‘‘rearrangement,’’ part on the RHS be-
comes more and more important with increasing nucleon
FIG. 2. Energy density of hypernuclear matter, Eq. ~8!, as a
function of lambda density for different nucleon densities ~indicated
by the numbers near the curves!.06430density. Its value is about 12 MeV at saturation density and
it increases nearly linearly with nucleon density. This can be
observed in the lower panel of Fig. 1.
The value of the relevant mean field VL at saturation den-
sity is VL(rN5r0 ,rL50)’228 MeV, and the maximum
of binding is reached at a slightly higher density rN
’0.20 fm23, comparable with, perhaps slightly less attrac-
tive than, typical phenomenological potentials of Refs.
@6,12#. The high-density behavior cannot be directly con-
strained by hypernucleus data, however.
III. RESULTS
A. Single and double-lambda hypernuclei
As a first benchmark test of our method we performed
calculations of single-lambda hypernuclei, where experimen-
tal information on single-particle levels is available.
We begin in Fig. 3 with a plot of the resulting SHF




209Pb. It is instructive to compare with the
phenomenological lambda mean field that was derived in
Ref. @6#. For the Pb nucleus, our theoretical potential extends
slightly further than the phenomenological potential of that
reference. However, ours has to be used in a wave equation
with an effective mass. Making the usual coordinate trans-
formation to eliminate the effective mass @16# would reduce
the range of the resulting potential by a factor of the order of
AmL*/mL, i.e., by about 10%. Our potential, so transformed,
is similar to the one of Ref. @6#, but a little bit less attractive,
by about 1–2 MeV. In Skyrme-like approaches, the effective
mass mocks up some finite range effects @13#. Other finite
range effects can come from the folding of the G matrix with
the nuclear density matrix, a step beyond the local density
approximation. This may have important consequences @12#,
although it is not clear whether the two effects are com-




lines!. The dashed lines show the empirical Woods-Saxon param-
etrizations of Ref. @6#.8-4
HYPERNUCLEI IN THE SKYRME-HARTREE-FOCK . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 62 064308TABLE I. Lambda single-particle levels ~in MeV! for different hypernuclei. The values in brackets are
experimental data from Ref. @18# with errors of about 61 MeV. Also listed are rearrangement energies
defined in Eqs. ~23! and ~24!, as well as the ratios of hyperonic and nucleonic rms radii.
L
13C (L13C) L17O (L16O) L29Si (L28Si) L41Ca (L40Ca) L91Zr (L89Y) L141Ce (L139La) L209Pb (L208Pb)
1s 11.7 ~11.7! 13.3 ~12.5! 16.4 ~17.5! 18.0 ~20.0! 21.1 ~22.5! 22.1 ~24.0! 23.1 ~27.0!
1p 0.9 ~ 0.7! 3.0 ~ 2.5! 7.4 ~ 7.5! 10.1 ~12.0! 15.6 ~16.0! 17.9 ~21.0! 19.6 ~22.0!
1d 1.6 ~ 1.0! 9.1 ~ 9.0! 12.8 ~14.0! 15.4 ~17.0!
1 f 2.1 ~ 2.0! 6.9 ~ 7.0! 10.5 ~12.0!
1g 0.6 ~ 1.0! 5.1 ~ 7.0!
ER 1.22 0.79 0.52 0.32 0.11 0.07 0.02
ER
c.m. 1.43 1.01 0.59 0.46 0.23 0.15 0.11
RL /RN 0.92 0.89 0.85 0.81 0.78 0.78 0.75pletely different from each other. This important issue should
be addressed in future works following the folding procedure
of Ref. @12#.
The small lack of binding becomes visible in the compari-
son with experimental data: Table I and Fig. 4 show the
lambda single-particle energies eL
i
, i51s ,1p ,1d ,1 f , for
several hypernuclei. We observe a reasonable agreement
with experimental results @17,18#, the theoretical predictions
being, however, systematically slightly too small for heavy
nuclei. A similar underbinding was also observed in the SHF
approach of Ref. @11# with different hyperon-nucleon poten-
tials. It may be partly related to the increasing isospin asym-
metry of the heavier nuclei, that is not yet accounted for in
the present model. The Nijmegen soft-core potential predicts
more binding of the lambda in neutron-rich matter @2#. How-
ever, this will probably not be sufficient to compensate the
observed lack of binding, which is therefore due to short-
comings of either the bare hyperon-nucleon potentials or the
theoretical modeling of the hypernucleus ~involving BHF
and SHF stages of calculation!. A first step to proceed will
FIG. 4. Lambda single-particle energies for different hypernu-
clei as a function of mass number A ~solid lines!. The markers
indicate experimental data from Refs. @17,18#.06430be the application of our model with other hyperon-nucleon
potentials in a future work.
Our approach enables us to determine the rearrangement
energy ~for the 1s state!
ER5e1s
L 1@E~L
A Z !2E~A21Z !# , ~23!
that quantifies the contribution to the total energy coming
from the change of binding of the nucleonic core caused by
the presence of the L . We find generally ER.0, i.e., the
hypernucleus is less bound than indicated by the lambda
single-particle energy. This means that the binding of the
nucleonic component of the nucleus is reduced by the pres-
ence of the lambda. This change of binding has two distinct
origins: One is the change of the nucleonic wave functions
~core distortion! through the additional, rL-dependent, term
in Eq. ~18a!. This must increase the binding of the system
@5,11,19#. However, as already stated in Ref. @5#, we find that
the dominant effect is coming from the different center of
mass corrections, Eq. ~19!, that are applied to the nucleus
with or without lambda. The rearrangement energy solely
due to this procedure is positive and given by
ER
c.m.5S 1M 2 1M1mLDmNEkin’ 1A2 mLmN Ekin , ~24!
where Ekin is the total kinetic energy of the nucleons in the
nucleus. This value is listed for comparison in Table I. One
sees that the effect can reach a magnitude of more than 1
MeV for very light nuclei, although the SHF approach is
probably less reliable under these conditions. Inaccuracies
due to the approximate treatment of c.m. corrections are con-
sequently of the same order @5#. Nevertheless it demonstrates
the importance of properly taking into account the back-
action of the lambda on the nucleonic core. To be a bit more
explicit, core distortion mainly originates from the second
term on the RHS of Eq. ~18a!, the third one vanishing ex-
actly in uniform matter. With the help of Eqs. ~13! and ~18a!,
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UL
0 with nucleon density. This point was already emphasized
in Ref. @19#.
Finally we list in the same Table I the ratios of hyperonic
and nucleonic radii for the single-lambda hypernuclei: this
quantity smoothly decreases with increasing mass number,
mainly reflecting the fact that the lambda is lying more and
more deeply in its potential well.
As another, simultaneous, test of hyperonic and nucleonic
single-particle levels, we compare in Table II the experimen-
tal results for lambda-particle–neutron-hole excitation ener-
gies with the theoretical ones ~taken as the differences of the
single-particle energies! in L
12C, L
16O, and L
40Ca. For the nu-
clei considered, the agreement is reasonably good. This is in
keeping with the remark already expressed that the lambda
spin-orbit mean field is rather weak, presumably introducing
shifts of not more than about 1 MeV.
The issue of core polarization is also important for the
theoretical treatment of double-lambda hypernuclei @20#. The
so far experimentally observed species (LL6 He, LL10 Be, and
probably LL
13 B) @21# are very light and the quantity of prin-
cipal interest arises from a cancellation of large numbers. It
is the bond energy of the lambda-lambda pair,
DBLL52E~L
A21Z !2E~LL
A Z !2E~A22Z !, ~26!
that is usually identified with the additional binding of the
lambda-lambda pair, compared to twice the binding of a
single lambda particle @22#. However, even without direct
lambda-lambda interaction, the bond energy can be nonzero,
and our model, since it does not contain a lambda-lambda
interaction, allows to estimate the importance of this effect.
Our results are presented in Table III. We find a small
TABLE II. Single-particle energy differences ~in MeV! between
lambda and neutron-hole states for different hypernuclei.
Nucleus L n hole Theor. Expt.
12C 1s1/2 1p3/2 5.6 6.7
1p3/2 1p3/2 16.4 18.5
16O 1p3/2 1p3/2 18.1 19.2
1p1/2 1p1/2 12.0 13.2
1s1/2 1p3/2 7.6 9.9
1s1/2 1p1/2 2.0 3.3
40Ca 1p1/2 1d3/2 5.5 5.8
1d3/2 1d3/2 14.0 14.5
1d5/2 1d5/2 20.5 19.406430negative bond energy, meaning that the binding of the
nucleus increases weaker than linearly when adding lamb-
das. The center-of-mass corrections are nearly canceling in
this case, DBLL
c.m.’(2/A3)(mL /mN)2Ekin , and only for very
light nuclei provide a significant, positive, contribution,
whereas the total result is mainly due to the repulsive part of
the energy density functional eNL : The second, repulsive,
term on the RHS of Eqs. ~13! or ~21! depends stronger than
linearly on the lambda density (;rL5/3), and yields therefore
more than twice the repulsion when going from the single-
lambda to the double-lambda hypernucleus, leading to a
negative value for the bond energy. The physical origin of
this repulsive term is the momentum dependence of the BHF
lambda single-particle potential, see Eq. ~12!, which pro-
duces the same effect as a small repulsive lambda-lambda
force.
This effect is evidently independent of the modification of
the ~nucleonic and hyperonic! wave functions ~rearrange-
ment of the nuclear core!, but in fact it is accompanied by a
slight contraction of the nucleonic rms core radius RN , that
is also listed in Table III. One can see that the nucleonic core
is very resistant to perturbation, although the core contrac-
tion is probably underestimated by our model, since the
Skyrme force SIII yields a too large nuclear incompressibil-
ity ~355 MeV!. For single-lambda hypernuclei, the change of
the nucleonic radius ~not shown! is about half the value in-
dicated for double-lambda hypernuclei. Concerning the bond
energy itself, if the experimental values of about 15 MeV
are confirmed, a rather attractive lambda-lambda force will
be implied. Note, however, that since those double-lambda
hypernuclei presumably show an a structure, a cluster ap-
proach is certainly needed to extract reliable information, as
underlined in Refs. @22,23#.
B. Multilambda hypernuclei
Although our model does not comprise hyperon-hyperon
interactions, we will apply it in the following to the descrip-
tion of multilambda hypernuclei. Our goal is primarily to
study the rearrangement of the nuclear core under the influ-
ence of many lambdas and, secondly, to establish lower
bounds on certain quantities like the lambda drip line. Our
investigation may appear as academic. However, multi-
lambda hyperfragments are presumably produced already in
high energy collisions and may perhaps be detected soon
@24#. Furthermore, if the L-L interaction is attractive, as
alluded above, our calculation may provide upper bounds for
certain quantities. Of course, the lifetimes of these systems
are presumably quite short and the investigation of this topic
is outside the scope of this paper.TABLE III. Bond energies @Eq. ~26!# and relative contraction of the nucleonic core (RN is the nucleonic










DBLL @MeV# 20.34 20.41 20.41 20.33 20.31 20.21 20.14 20.12
dRN /RN @%# 21.08 20.56 20.61 20.33 20.31 20.16 20.14 20.108-6
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line, i.e., the maximum number of L’s that can be bound to
a nucleus, corresponding to a vanishing L chemical poten-
tial. This number is surprisingly large, but in agreement with
the maximum hyperon content in uniform matter, as calcu-
lated in Refs. @7,8#, i.e., about 1/3 of the number of nucleons.
It is however smaller than in some relativistic mean field
calculations @3,4#, because usually in those works an attrac-
tive lambda-lambda interaction is assumed. We also disre-
gard the possibility of populating the hypernucleus with cas-
cade hyperons via the LL→NJ reaction @4#, because it
depends primarily on the binding of the J in nuclear matter,
which is not known at the moment.
The drip line in Fig. 5 increases by steps because, when
an additional lambda single-particle level becomes bound
with increasing number of nucleons, it can readily be filled
with L particles without very much disturbing the effective
force generated by the nucleons, and the maximum number
can therefore only further increase by the binding of another
level. This so occurs because of our neglect of hyperon-
hyperon interactions. In a more realistic calculation includ-
ing L-L interaction, the maximum number of lambdas
would supposedly increase more regularly.
The upper part of Fig. 5 gives the binding energy per
baryon of the nuclei along the L drip line and compares it
FIG. 5. Bottom panel: Lambda drip line. The heavy dots indi-
cate the maximum number NL of lambda particles that can be at-
tached to selected nuclei of mass number N1Z along the stability
line. Top panel: Binding energy per baryon for ordinary nuclei
along the stability line ~open dots! and for hypernuclei along the
lambda drip line ~full dots!, plotted against the number of nucleons
N1Z . The continuous lines are to guide the eye.06430with the same quantity for stable nuclei ~the usual Bethe–
Von Weizsa¨cker plot!.2 On the average, the binding energy
per baryon is not changed sizably when going from the sta-
bility line to the drip line. Whenever a new L single-particle
level becomes just bound, new hyperons can be added on
this level and the energy per baryon is suddenly reduced ~in
magnitude!. Thus, just before a new single-particle level is
bound, the energy per baryon is larger than the same quantity
for the nucleon core.
The matter distribution is displayed in Fig. 6 for some of
these hypernuclei, as well as the corresponding rms radii, in
Fig. 7. One observes that the L rms radius is increasing
steadily with the number of hyperons, whereas the neutron
and proton rms radii remain basically constant. In fact, al-
though it is hardly visible in Fig. 7, they decrease slightly for
small numbers of hyperons, consistently with the results for
single and double-L hypernuclei ~see above!. This result,
also obtained in previous studies @3,5,10#, emphasizes the
strong resistance of the nucleonic core to the perturbation
brought by the added hyperons. The small irregularities in
the curve of the L rms radius are due to the steplike filling of
the hyperon orbitals, as we already explained. For a small
number of L particles, the latter are occupying low-lying
orbitals with a small spatial extension. As a result, the L rms
radius is smaller than the one of the nucleonic core. For a
large number of L particles, close to the drip line, the hyper-
ons occupy all orbitals, up to barely bound ones, which have
a large extension. This generates a large L rms radius, over-
shooting the one of the nucleonic core.
One may summarize these considerations as follows. The
nucleonic core provides an attractive potential for the L par-
ticles, in which they can accumulate on the various single-
particle states without sizably disturbing the nucleonic core
and each other. Let us notice, however, that the L potential
VL is progressively reduced when L particles are added. At
the drip line, its depth is about 20% smaller than for single-
L hypernuclei.
As tiny as it can be, the distortion of the nucleonic core
nevertheless presents interesting features as shown by the
right panel of Fig. 6. The latter displays the change of the
neutron density profile for different numbers of added L par-
ticles ~the proton density profiles exhibit basically the same
features!. When this number is low, the neutron density in
the interior of the nucleus is slightly enhanced ~core contrac-
tion, as observed for single and double hypernuclei!. Of
course, this is accompanied by a small depression at the
nuclear surface, as the total neutron number is kept constant.
The interior enhancement originates from the basically at-
tractive nature of the lambda-nucleon interaction. When the
number of L particles is increasing, the repulsive part of the
interaction is coming more and more into play ~as the mean
lambda-nucleon distance is diminishing!, the nucleons are
slightly repelled, and their density in the interior is depressed
a little bit. This behavior is in keeping with the calculations
2Note that in this plot, the comparison is not done at fixed baryon
number, but at fixed nucleon number.8-7
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pernuclei containing a 40Ca, 90Zr,
or 208Pb nucleonic core ~from top
to bottom in each panel!. In the
left panel, the heavy lines corre-
spond to the neutron ~full lines!
and the proton ~dotted lines! den-
sity profiles for the ordinary nu-
clei ~no lambda particle!. The thin
lines give the lambda density pro-
files for hypernuclei with a num-
ber of L particles ~indicated near
the curves! equal, respectively, to
about 1/3, 2/3, and 3/3 of the
value at the drip line, as given in
Fig. 5. The right panel displays
the change in the neutron density
profile, compared to the ordinary
nuclei, when 1/3 ~dotted lines!,
2/3 ~dashed lines!, or 3/3 ~full
lines! of the drip line value of L
particles are added. In all plots,
also the results for single-lambda
hypernuclei are displayed for
comparison.of uniform hypermatter, which show that the saturation
baryon density stays approximately constant with increasing
lambda fraction ~see Fig. 5 of Ref. @8#!, meaning that the
nucleon density decreases. Outside the nuclear interior, the
modification of the neutron density presents an oscillatory
behavior. This is reminiscent of Friedel oscillations, although
such an origin can hardly be assigned, in view of the non-
uniformity of the unperturbed nucleon density in the region
where these oscillations appear.
The L density profiles reflect the progressive filling of the
single-particle states. For small values of the L-particle num-
ber, the L density falls off more rapidly than the nucleon
density, whereas the situation is reversed for L-rich hyper-
nuclei. This last situation is due to the occupation of barely
bound orbits and bears some resemblance with neutron halo
nuclei. Similarly, these L-rich hypernuclei should show ab-06430normally large interaction cross sections.
Finally, in Fig. 7, we give the evolution of ~minus! the
binding energy per baryon of the hypernuclei, when the
number of lambdas increases. In all cases, this quantity is
first increasing, reaches a maximum and then decreases until
the drip line is reached. The gain of energy at the maximum
is of the order of 1 MeV. At the drip line, the gain in energy
can be positive or negative in accordance with the results
displayed in Fig. 5. The general behavior of these curves is
easy to understand. At the beginning, the L particles are
added at the bottom of their potential well. As the number
increases, the gain in energy per lambda decreases, as they
are to be put in higher states. Furthermore, the depth of the
lambda potential is reducing, as shown in Ref. @8# and the
binding energy per nucleon of the nuclear core is also
slightly diminishing, due to the increasing distortion of the8-8
HYPERNUCLEI IN THE SKYRME-HARTREE-FOCK . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW C 62 064308FIG. 7. Binding energy per baryon ~top panel! and rms radii ~bottom panel! for hypernuclei containing a 40Ca, 90Zr, or 208Pb nucleonic
core ~from left to right in each panel!. In the top panel, the horizontal solid lines correspond to the binding energy per nucleon of the ordinary
nuclei ~no lambda particle!. The dashed lines give the binding energy per baryon of hypernuclei with a varying number of L particles NL .
The dotted lines give the nucleonic part of the binding energy per nucleon, i.e., the part coming from the quantity eN in Eqs. ~1! and ~2!. The
bottom panel displays the neutron ~full lines!, proton ~dotted lines!, and lambda ~dashed lines! rms radii.core. This has to cause a reduction in binding, since the
configuration of the core without hyperons corresponds to
the minimized energy of the purely nucleonic Hamiltonian.
The effect, although weak, is clearly visible in Fig. 7 ~dotted
curves!.
The maximum gain in binding energy is substantially
larger than in uniform matter ~see Ref. @7#!. This is mainly
due to the reduction of the nucleon binding energy ~per
nucleon! in finite nuclei, compared to nuclear matter. On the
other hand, the L potential has basically the same depth in
finite nuclei and in uniform matter. Therefore, in hypernuclei
with a moderate number of L particles, the hyperons provide
an additional binding energy per particle larger than in infi-
nite matter.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the SHF model was extended to the descrip-
tion of hypernuclei by supplementing its energy density
functional with a contribution due to hyperon-nucleon
forces, derived from self-consistent BHF calculations of hy-
pernuclear matter with the Nijmegen soft-core potential. The06430lambda-lambda interaction was disregarded.
We have shown that our model is able, without any ad-
justable parameter, to give reliable results for single-lambda
hypernuclei. These results are slightly less satisfactory than
those obtained with phenomenological relativistic or nonrel-
ativistic potentials, which are fitted, at least partially, to the
hypernuclei data. The remaining discrepancies ~underbinding
for heavy nuclei! between theoretical and experimental re-
sults are possibly due to the quality of the bare forces, but
perhaps also due to the theoretical modeling of hypernuclear
matter ~lowest order BHF without three-baryon forces, ne-
glecting the isospin asymmetry! and hypernuclei. ~The SHF
approach neglects effects due to the finite range of the inter-
actions and might not be adequate for light nuclei.! A first
step towards clarifying these questions will be a comparison
of results using other nucleon-hyperon potentials ~in particu-
lar the new Nijmegen potentials @25# that also comprise
hyperon-hyperon interactions! within the present approach.
Further experimental efforts in the determination of scatter-
ing phase shifts and spectra of hypernuclei are however
needed before a precise and complete determination of8-9
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forces is feasible.
We want to comment on the consequences of neglecting
three-body forces. Three-nucleon forces are expected to have
very little effects on the L single-particle potential. More
important effects can arise from LNN interactions coming
from the intermediate hyperon excitation to a S state, as
underlined in Ref. @12#. In this reference a distinction is
made between dispersive forces and two-pion forces ~see
Fig. 2 of the reference!. Since the Nijmegen interaction that
we used explicitly introduces the coupling between the LN
and the SN channels and since nucleons are dressed in
Brueckner G-matrix calculations, the dispersive force effects
are included in our lowest-order Brueckner calculations. The
two-pion LNN forces are not included however. According
to Ref. @12#, their effects depend sensitively upon the LN
correlations, but are basically attractive. On the other hand,
our calculations neglect finite-range effects by adopting a
local density approximation @Eq. ~18!#. In Ref. @12#, it is
shown that these finite-range effects might give a strong re-
pulsion, of the order of 2 MeV, in the single-particle binding
energies in heavy nuclei. Our satisfactory results might then
come from the compensation between these two neglected064308effects. This question would certainly deserve further de-
tailed investigations.
We have also performed an exploratory study of multi-
lambda hypernuclei. We found that the lambda drip line cor-
responds to a maximum L content of about one third. If the
hyperon-hyperon interaction, that we neglected, is attractive,
this number can be considered as a lower limit. We also
investigated the influence of the lambda particles on the
nucleonic core, paying particular attention to the nonlineari-
ties ~in the densities! of the interaction. We found, as in
previous mean field studies, that the nucleonic core is very
resistant to the perturbation caused by the hyperons, even for
a large number of hyperons. This result seems thus well es-
tablished and is not expected to change drastically by the
introduction of a lambda-lambda interaction.
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